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The machine answers the requirements of the 
EU guidelines for machinery (CE-conformity).

Screen frame sizet SB Screenframe width    
Screenframe length

450 - 3000 mm
SH    450 - 3000 mm

Frame profile thickness Support O 20 - 50 mm
Support U 40 - 70 mm

Other formats possible, upon inquiry

Overal size Total length       ( 2xSL ) + 80 mm
Total width         ( 2xSB ) + 80 mm
Total height 920 mm

Travelling distance per range 80 mm

Foot-operated punp with blocking valve incl.

Option - Compressed air (oil free)   Bar 7  Air consumption    5 lt/min

Technical data subject to change without notice

Particular features Accessories

- The machine can be operated on a mains-independent Foot-operated pump with blocking valve
basis, i.e. without electric power and compressed air. 4 fixing screws

1 repair kit
- When stretching a mesh the screen frame is prestressed Operating manual with CE declaration

with the same counter-stretching force.
Option Z

- Should no prestressing of the screen frame be required, this 
prestressing can be released by means of the 4 fixing screws. If a support plate is inserted into the

machine, e.g. in order to be able to stretch several small
- The screen frame is pressed onto the mesh by means of a screen frames at the same time, an additional screen frame

foot-operated pump. support can be fastened on two or four sides which results in
an increased contact pressure.

- The G-210 offers progressive adjustment from the largest Option P
(SB x SL) down to the smallest (450 x 450) screen frame size.

Instead of a foot-operated pump the machine can be
- The stretching clamps G-201 DUPLEX are fitted with concave directly connected to a compressed air supply unit. By

ball-bearings running on high-precision guideway shafts means of pressure regulators, the pressure can be adapted
made of  special steel. Thanks to an ideal combination of to the different types of mesh. The adjusted pressure is shown
ball-bearings and guideway shafts, it is possible even during on the manometer.
the stretching process to adapt the G-201 DUPLEX
clamps by pushing them on the mesh. Option W

This option consists of a wooden board with either 4, 6 or 9
adjusting platess (to be selected) for CD screen frames.
(Other screen frame formats are also possible.)
An angle graduation is engraved into the frames which
allows a precise setting of the required value
of the angle   0°, 7.5°, 15° and 22,5°.

- Should the thickness of the screen frame profile exceed
50 mm, the maximum frame profile thickness can be
extended to 70 mm by means of a simple repositioning of
the supporting angles of all the screen frame supports.
This causes the maximum as well as the minimum screen
frame size of the machine to be reduced by 24 mm.
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